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Here you can find the menu of Kien Giang in D'Iberville. At the moment, there are 12 courses and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Kien Giang:

Was in taste for Asian cuisine and decided to taste this little restaurant, and was glad that I did it! It was nice and
clean, the server was very attentive and professional, and the food was tasteful and very tasty will definitely

come back to try more dishes! I and my crew read more. What User doesn't like about Kien Giang:
Pho broth is good, food came out hot. That's about it. The bathroom was broken and the staff told us to go to the
gym next door. Ordered a beef dry Pho dish and was served chicken and shrimp. Staff were pretty unwelcoming

and we were the only ones in the restaurant at the time. Hope they improve in the future. read more. In Kien
Giang from D'Iberville, expect versatile, fine Chinese cuisine that's authentically cooked in a wok, On the daily
specials there are also several Asian menus. If you decide to come for breakfast, a tasty brunch is ready for

you, In addition, many customers look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese menus with the perfect hint of
Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Kien Giang.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mea� dishe�
MEATBALLS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

�a� dishe�
PAD THAI

Chow Mei�
SHRIMP CHOW MEIN

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
TOFU

CHICKEN

GRILLED SHRIMP

SHRIMP

VEGETABLES

PORK MEAT

BEEF

EGG
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